ADVERTISEMENT  
05-10-2020

Applications are invited from interested candidates for the position of one Research Assistant on a purely temporary basis in a time bound research project (10 Months) (Sanction Order No.: IMPRESS/P297/07/18-19/ICSSR dated 23-07-2019) sponsored by Indian Council of Social Science Research, Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India, New Delhi.

Name of the fellowship : Research Assistant

Number of Position : One

Title of the project : Disasters Risk Governance in India: A Longitudinal Study of Natural Disasters in Tamil Nadu, 2005-2015

Duration : 10 Months

Fellowship : Rs. 20,000/- per month (consolidated)

Qualifications : Ph.D/ M. Phil/ Post-graduate in Social Science or Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (with at least 55% marks or equivalent CGPA)

Ph.D. or prior research experience is preferable.

Knowledge or familiarity in political ecology / environmentalism & environmental justice/ ecogeography/ is desirable.

Eligible candidates may apply for this fellowship by sending their curriculum vitae, a brief write-up of (not more than 500 words) their interest in disaster research along with attested copies of certificates to the address given below on or before 20 October, 2020. Only shortlisted candidates will be called for interview. No TA/DA will be provided for attending interview.

Dr. R. Pavananthi Vembulu
Project Director, ICSSR-IMPRESS
Department of Political Science
Directorate of Distance Education
Madurai Kamaraj University
Palkalai Nagar
Madurai -625021

Kindly display at your University / Institute / Department notice board; circulate widely and encourage the suitable candidates to apply. For further queries contact +91-9787146693.